Can you ever remember
taking the time to experiment with your hair to
make different hairstyles?
Was it fun?
This workshop seeks to open a creative
door and promote freedom of aesthetic
expression by means of hairstyling, and
also to provide an opportunity to leave the
everyday behind, and make fun and
creative hairstyles in a group.
Our experience has taught us that the
workshop is also a very effective tool for
promoting bonds of reciprocal personal
care through the affective and daily action
of hairstyling.

The proposal
Of the Creative Hairdressing Workshop is
flexible and easily adapted for different
sizes and types of groups, and themes to
work with. It can be designed accor¬ding
to the needs of the event and age group in
each case.
In the workshop the participants learn
various creative hairdressing techniques,
composition, the use of materials and the
creation of decorative elements for the
hairstyles. We seek to recycle disposable
materials and reuse familiar everyday objects to make ornamental decorations, giving them a new meaning and life.
The Creative Hairdressing Workshop is
an activity which can be enjoyed as a couple of the most varied formation: in family, between friends, acquaintances and
strangers, and in a group.
For ages 5 onwards.

“Hairdressing Tales”.
For children from 5 to 11 years old
Here the workshop becomes “Hairdressing Tales”, and is developed from a
specific story or legend. The decorative
elements used in the hairstyles in this case
will be characters and the environment
of the tale. The group is formed by children
and adults working in pairs.

“Free expression”
For teenagers from 12 to 16 years old
When working with teenagers the theme
is free and orientated towards questioning
the current aesthetic norms by means
of fantasy hairstyles and make up. The
objective is to loosen up aesthetic
prejudices and immerse them in a playful
space where they can experiment
with their image without taboos.

“A fantasy world”
For adults
For adults, the proposal is to return to an
often forgotten place of playfulness and
fantasy, inviting them to experiment and
create without prejudices and recuperate
some of the innocence of childhood.
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